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Abstract  29 

Fibrosis is a significant complication of intestinal disorders associated with microbial 30 

dysbiosis and pathobiont expansion, notably Crohn’s disease (CD).  Mechanisms that 31 

favor fibrosis are not well understood and therapeutic strategies are limited. Here we 32 

demonstrate that colitis susceptible Il10-deficient mice develop inflammation-associated 33 

fibrosis when mono-associated with adherent/invasive Escherichia coli (AIEC) that 34 

harbor the yersiniabactin (Ybt) pathogenicity island. Inactivation of Ybt siderophore 35 

production in AIEC nearly abrogated fibrosis development in inflamed mice. In contrast, 36 

inactivation of Ybt import through its cognate receptor FyuA enhanced fibrosis severity. 37 

This corresponded with increased colonic expression of profibrogenic genes prior to the 38 

development of histological disease, therefore suggesting causality. FyuA-deficient 39 

AIEC also exhibited greater localization within sub-epithelial tissues and fibrotic lesions 40 

that was dependent on Ybt biosynthesis and corresponded with increased fibroblast 41 

activation in vitro. Together, these findings suggest that Ybt establishes a pro-fibrotic 42 

environment in the host in the absence of binding to its cognate receptor and indicates a 43 

direct link between intestinal AIEC and the induction of inflammation-associated fibrosis. 44 

 45 
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Introduction 47 

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), including Crohn’s disease (CD), are 48 

characterized by chronic intestinal inflammation that develops as a result of prolonged 49 

and inappropriate mucosal immune responses to luminal antigens in genetically 50 

susceptible individuals (1). The chronic and relapsing nature of IBD, in conjunction with 51 

the lack of curative therapies for many patients, enhances risk for inflammation-52 

associated comorbidities including intestinal fibrosis (2). Approximately 30% of CD 53 

patients develop fibrotic disease that can result in intestinal strictures and bowel 54 

obstructions (2) (3) (4). Current treatments for intestinal fibrosis are inadequate and rely 55 

on anti-inflammatory therapies (which are often ineffective) and surgical interventions 56 

(3). Fibrosis is recurrent in large proportions of the CD population (4), thus necessitating 57 

the development of specific anti-fibrotic therapeutics.  58 

Fibrosis is characterized by excess accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM) 59 

components that results in the pathological remodeling of tissues and consequent organ 60 

dysfunction. Mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts, myofibroblasts and smooth muscle 61 

cells become highly activated in response to transmural injury or inflammation and 62 

hypersecrete ECM components and profibrogenic factors that further propagate fibrotic 63 

processes. The tissue microenvironment also plays an important role in modulating the 64 

activity of mesenchymal cells, where host-derived signals such as cytokines and growth 65 

factors serve as additional fibrogenic or antifibrotic mediators (4) (3). Activation of 66 

mesenchymal cells is also subject to regulation by microbial factors (5) (6). Fibrosis can 67 

occur in bacterial-induced models of acute colitis including mice chronically colonized 68 

with the enteric pathogen Salmonella enterica or with a CD-associated Escherichia coli 69 
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pathobiont (7) (8). Importantly, progression from intestinal inflammation to inflammation-70 

associated fibrosis is incompletely penetrant in bacterial-induced colitis models and in 71 

clinical populations with microbial-driven diseases like IBD. It remains unclear which 72 

microbiota-derived signals favor the establishment of a profibrogenic microenvironment.  73 

 The intestinal microbiota are key modulators of mucosal immunity under 74 

homeostatic conditions and in numerous inflammatory pathologies including IBD (1). A 75 

subset of resident intestinal E. coli known as adherent and invasive E. coli (AIEC) are 76 

enriched in CD patients (9) (10) (11). AIEC breach the intestinal epithelium and induce 77 

inflammation in various rodent models of experimental colitis (12) (13) (14) (15). 78 

Colonization of germ free, inflammation-prone Il10-/- mice with AIEC induces aggressive, 79 

transmural intestinal inflammation driven by bacterial antigen-specific T-helper-(Th)1 80 

and Th17 immune responses (13) (16). Studies in germ free Il10-/- mice individually 81 

colonized with AIEC have led to the identification of several bacterial factors that 82 

augment or diminish the colitis-inducing and pro-carcinogenic capabilities of AIEC (17) 83 

(18) (19) (20).  84 

 Comparative phylogenetic studies have demonstrated that the yersiniabactin 85 

(Ybt) high pathogenicity island (HPI) is overrepresented in human, canine and murine 86 

AIEC strains (21). The Ybt HPI encodes enzymatic machinery required for the 87 

biosynthesis of the siderophore Ybt (22). Once Ybt is released from bacterial cells, it 88 

sequesters extracellular metals including iron, zinc and copper. The Ybt-metal chelate is 89 

subsequently imported through its cognate outer membrane receptor FyuA for bacterial 90 

use (22) (23) (24). The Ybt HPI is harbored by numerous Enterobacteriaceae 91 

pathogens and contributes to in vivo fitness, niche formation, and virulence (25) (26) 92 
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(27). However, the contribution of the Ybt HPI to the proinflammatory potential of 93 

resident intestinal E. coli such as AIEC has not been explored, despite its prevalence in 94 

this population. We therefore utilized our gnotobiotic Il10-/- mouse model to investigate 95 

whether inactivation of the Ybt system in AIEC modulates immune-mediated colitis. 96 

While abrogation of Ybt biosynthesis in AIEC delayed colitis onset, colonization of mice 97 

with Ybt-positive AIEC was associated with the development of inflammation-associated 98 

fibrosis. Severity of fibrosis was enhanced in mice colonized with the Ybt-positive 99 

transport mutant (fyuA), which corresponded with increased profibrogenic gene 100 

signatures in the colon and in cultured fibroblasts and enhanced AIEC subepithelial 101 

localization within fibrotic lesions. Abrogation of Ybt biosynthesis in fyuA attenuated 102 

fibrosis in inflamed mice, restored AIEC localization to the epithelium and reduced 103 

fibroblast activation. Collectively, our findings introduce a non-canonical role for Ybt in 104 

mediating fibrosis development independent of its established function in delivering iron 105 

to bacteria through FyuA. More broadly, we introduce a novel microbial-driven, immune-106 

mediated model of inflammation-associated fibrosis that recapitulates key 107 

histopathological features of fibrotic disease in human CD.     108 

 109 

Results 110 

Inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis, but not Ybt transport, in AIEC delays 111 

progression of colitis. The siderophore Ybt and its cognate receptor FyuA mediate 112 

bacterial metal acquisition in pathogenic Enterobacteriaceae. Because the Ybt HPI is 113 

also harbored by many IBD-associated AIEC strains, we hypothesized that like its 114 

pathogenic counterparts, the Ybt HPI enhances the proinflammatory potential of AIEC. 115 
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To determine whether an intact Ybt siderophore system in AIEC contributes to colitis 116 

development, we inactivated Ybt biosynthesis or import by creating isogenic mutants 117 

unable to import Ybt-metal chelates (fyuA) or unable to synthesize Ybt (irp1) in the 118 

AIEC strain NC101 (which also harbors the enterobactin and salmochelin siderophore 119 

systems). We colonized germ-free, inflammation-susceptible Il10-/- mice with NC101, 120 

fyuA or irp1 and compared the severity of colitis induction. At 5 weeks, colitis 121 

histopathology was significantly attenuated in mice colonized with irp1 compared with 122 

Ybt+ NC101 and fyuA (Fig.1A-E), an attenuation that was no longer apparent by 10 123 

weeks (Fig. S1). In contrast, colitis development did not differ in mice colonized with 124 

NC101 versus fyuA. Colitis scores differences did not correlate with altered expression 125 

of proinflammatory cytokines known to correlate with disease in this model (Fig. S1) 126 

(13) (16). The reduced colitis potential of irp1 did not correspond with diminished 127 

luminal growth in the gut (Fig. 1G-I) or in vitro growth defects under iron replete or 128 

limiting conditions (Fig. S2). While the fyuA mutant exhibited a growth defect at 5 129 

weeks, its attenuated growth was not sustained throughout colitis development and did 130 

not correlate with colitis severity (Fig. 1G-I). Together, these findings demonstrate that 131 

Ybt enhances the proinflammatory potential of AIEC in gnotobiotc, inflammation-132 

susceptible hosts.  133 

 134 

Ybt-positive AIEC promote fibrosis development in inflamed Il10-/- mice. In a 135 

subset of NC101- and fyuA-colonized inflamed Il10-/- mice, but rarely in irp1-136 

colonized Il10-/- mice, pathological remodeling of the colonic submucosa was observed 137 

in hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained colon sections (Fig. 2, S3). Histological features 138 
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consistent with fibrosis, including marked expansion of the submucosa with excessive 139 

deposition of lightly eosinophilic, fibrillar substances, characterized the pathology. 140 

Positive staining with Masson’s trichrome and Sirius red confirmed the presence of 141 

collagen fibers as part of the expanded ECM in fibrotic mice (Fig. 2B). Lamina propria 142 

collagen localization was also altered in fibrotic mice, exhibiting a basal predilection. In 143 

contrast, in non-fibrotic AIEC-colonized Il10-/- mice, the submucosal ECM was 144 

structured and organized and stained collagen fibrils in the lamina propria exhibited an 145 

apical propensity (Fig. 2A). Taken together, a subset of AIEC-colonized Il10-/- mice 146 

develop histopathological lesions that are consistent with fibrosis. 147 

Because fibrosis incidence seemed to differ between NC101-, fyuA-, and irp1-148 

colonized Il10-/- mice, we next utilized a fibrosis pathology scoring system to determine 149 

whether the Ybt system in AIEC impacts inflammation-associated fibrosis (28) (29) (see 150 

Materials and Methods). The most severe fibrosis pathology in all regions of the colon 151 

were observed in fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice, which corresponded with higher 152 

incidence of severe disease. In contrast, moderate-severe fibrosis in NC101-colonized 153 

mice was mostly restricted to proximal colon (Fig. 2C-F). These differences in fibrosis 154 

severity and incidence were associated with altered cellular populations infiltrating the 155 

submucosa, with immunologically-defined macrophages (CD206+, CD11b+ and/or 156 

F4/80+ cells) observed in fyuA-colonized fibrotic mice (Fig. 2G) versus the 157 

inflammatory lymphocytes consistently observed in NC101-colonized, non-fibrotic mice 158 

(20). Inflamed Il10-/- mice colonized with the Ybt-deficient irp1 mutant did not develop 159 

moderate-severe fibrotic lesions and rarely exhibited mild disease (Fig. 2A-D), 160 

suggesting a role for Ybt in inducing and exacerbating this pathology. To validate that 161 
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the histopathology in our mouse model is consistent with inflammation-associated 162 

fibrosis in human CD, we evaluated H&E and Sirius Red staining of full-thickness colon 163 

resection tissues from fibrotic CD, ulcerative colitis, diverticulitis, and healthy margins of 164 

colorectal cancer resections (Fig. 3, S5). Fibrotic CD tissues exhibited remarkable 165 

similarity to our mouse model, with transmural inflammation, expansion of the 166 

submucosa, thick collagen fibrils, and disruption of the muscularis by collagen and 167 

infiltrating cells (Fig. 3). Fibrosis was not evident by H&E, Sirius Red, or Masson’s 168 

Trichrome or at 5 weeks in Il10-/- mice (data not shown). Collectively, these observations 169 

demonstrate that Ybt+ AIEC promote the development of fibrotic disease in an 170 

experimental model of pathobiont-induced colitis. 171 

 Because fibrosis occurs in response to tissue injury instigated by inflammation, 172 

we next determined whether fibrosis severity positively correlates with inflammation. 173 

Linear regression analysis revealed a significant negative correlation between fibrosis 174 

and colitis histopathology in the middle colon and no significant correlations in the 175 

proximal and distal colon (Fig. S4). Moreover, NC101- and fyuA-colonized mice 176 

exhibited similar levels of colitis histopathology despite the exacerbated fibrosis 177 

observed in fyuA-colonized mice (Fig. 1-2). Nonetheless, as previously reported (4), 178 

inflammation is required for the pro-fibrotic activities of NC101 and fyuA given that 179 

fibrosis was not observed in uninflamed WT mice colonized with either strain (Fig. S3). 180 

These results demonstrate that while inflammation is required for fibrosis development, 181 

Ybt+ AIEC exacerbate inflammation-associated fibrosis independent of effects on the 182 

proinflammatory potential of AIEC.  183 

 184 
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Fibrosis development corresponds with enhanced subepithelial invasion of fyuA-185 

deficient AIEC. We next determined whether the pro-fibrogenic potential of Ybt+ AIEC 186 

corresponds with altered bacterial localization within the intestines. While colonic mucus 187 

colonization did not differ between the strains, colonic tissue loads of AIEC were 188 

significantly increased in fyuA-colonized mice at 10 weeks (Fig. 4A-B). In contrast, 189 

colonic tissue colonization did not differ between NC101 and irp1. Colonic mucus or 190 

tissue loads were also comparable at 5 weeks (Fig. S6A-B). Because AIEC are 191 

functionally characterized by epithelial invasiveness, intra-macrophagic survival and 192 

robust biofilm formation, we performed standard in vitro assays commonly utilized to 193 

distinguish AIEC strains (9). While iron availability altered AIEC epithelial invasion, no 194 

differences in epithelial adherence or invasion were observed between NC101, irp1 or 195 

fyuA under iron replete or limiting conditions (Fig. S6C-D). Similarly, genetic ablation of 196 

Ybt transport did not alter macrophage phagocytosis or intracellular survival of AIEC 197 

(Fig. S6E-G) and had no effect on AIEC biofilm formation (Fig. S6H). Thus, while Ybt 198 

transport or biosynthesis did not impact defining in vitro characteristics of AIEC, deletion 199 

of fyuA enhanced AIEC colonic tissue colonization, suggesting that FyuA may be 200 

important in modulating bacterial localization within the intestines.  201 

To further assess how FyuA impacts AIEC localization in the gut, we employed a 202 

more sensitive approach – E. coli 16S fluorescence in situ hybdrization (FISH) – to 203 

visualize tissue-associated AIEC. FISH analysis revealed an overall increase in tissue-204 

associated fyuA relative to NC101 and irp1 (Fig. 4C). This difference was primarly 205 

driven by enhanced subepithelial (lamina propria and submucosa) localization of fyuA 206 

(Fig. 4D-G). Moreover, fyuA was observed within submucosal fibrotic lesions, 207 
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demonstrating its co-localization with diseased tissue (Fig. 4F, arrowheads). Importantly, 208 

tissue bacteria loads assessed by quantitative bacterial culture and FISH analysis were 209 

positively correlated (Fig. 4H). Together, these results suggest that inactivation of fyuA 210 

enhances the subepithelial localization of AIEC, which may contribute to its 211 

profibrogenic potential.  212 

 213 

Inactivation of Ybt-mediated metal acquisition does not alter AIEC iron sensing. 214 

The canonical function of Ybt is to scavenge extracellular metals for bacterial use (22) 215 

(31). Because the most severe fibrosis occurred in mice colonized with fyuA, we first 216 

assessed whether Ybt functionality was altered in this mutant. The extent of Ybt 217 

secretion was comparable between NC101 and fyuA, and as expected, Ybt secretion 218 

was not detected in Ybt biosynthesis mutant irp1 (Fig. S7a). We next confirmed the 219 

functionality of Ybt produced by NC101 and fyuA. To accomplish this, we assessed 220 

whether Ybt produced by these strains can restore the growth of siderophore-deficient 221 

Klebsiella pneumoniae (entB irp1) cultivated under iron-limiting conditions. In contrast 222 

to irp1, both Ybt+ NC101 and fyuA rescued K. pneumoniae entB irp1 growth (Fig. 223 

S7b). Taken together, these data suggest altered Ybt functionality does not correspond 224 

with the increased profibrogenic potential of fyuA. 225 

Mutants lacking FyuA are unable to import Ybt-iron chelates and may therefore 226 

be unable to satisfy their iron requirements. Thus, the enhanced profibrogenic potential 227 

of fyuA may be the result of altered bacterial function mediated through disrupted 228 

bacterial iron homeostasis. To test this idea, we first compared in vivo expression of 229 

iron-responsive genes in NC101, fyuA and irp1. Transcript levels of several iron-230 
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responsive genes did not differ between strains (Fig. S8A-B), suggesting that NC101 231 

iron homeostasis is not perturbed upon inactivation of Ybt transport or biosynthesis in 232 

the intestines. Similarly, in vitro iron depletion with the iron chelator 2’2,bipyridyl (BPD) 233 

did not alter transcription of iron responsive genes (Fig. S8C).  234 

To corroborate these results, we performed transcriptional reporter assays 235 

utilizing vectors harboring gfp fused to the iron-responsive promoter PtonB. To first 236 

validate this approach, the NC101 reporter strain was cultivated under iron replete and 237 

limiting conditions, and as expected, iron depletion enhanced gfp activity driven by the 238 

tonB promoter (Fig. S9a). We next assessed whether NC101, fyuA and irp1 iron-239 

sensing reporters respond differently to iron depletion. In agreement with our 240 

transcriptional results, gfp expression was comparable between NC101 and fyuA (Fig. 241 

S9a), suggesting that inactivation of FyuA does not impact AIEC iron sensing. Because 242 

Ybt can also bind other metals including zinc (our own observations) (22) (47) and 243 

copper (our own observations) (23) (24), we performed similar assays with the zinc 244 

responsive promoter PznuA and the copper responsive promoter PcusC. As with the iron 245 

sensing reporters, altering zinc and copper availability did not alter sensing of the 246 

respective metals in fyuA relative to NC101 (Fig. S9b-c). In contrast, the activities of 247 

iron- and zinc-responsive promoters were significantly increased in irp1 (Fig. S9a-b), 248 

suggesting that metal starvation is enhanced in this mutant under iron and zinc limiting 249 

conditions. Taken together, these data suggest that while metal sensing in AIEC is not 250 

altered with disruption of Ybt transport, metal homeostasis appears disrupted in Ybt-251 

negative irp1. 252 

 253 
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Deletion of fyuA in AIEC promotes the establishment of a pro-fibrotic colonic 254 

environment that precedes fibrosis development. The increased incidence of 255 

fibrosis in fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice may in part be driven by differential host 256 

responses to fyuA-expressing versus fyuA-deficient AIEC. To test this idea, we utilized 257 

high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to determine whether global differences are 258 

apparent in the colonic transcriptomes of inflamed Il10-/- mice and non-inflamed WT 259 

mice colonized with NC101 or fyuA. Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) revealed 260 

significant differences in the colonic transcriptomes of NC101-colonized non-fibrotic 261 

versus fyuA- colonized fibrotic Il10-/- mice at 10 weeks when fibrosis is apparent (Fig. 262 

5a). This corresponded with 2692 genes and 71 KEGG pathways that were differentially 263 

expressed between fyuA- versus NC101-colonized Il10-/- mice (Table S3, S4). In 264 

contrast, the transcriptomes of NC101- versus fyuA- colonized WT mice clustered 265 

together (Fig. 5a), suggesting that differences in the host transcriptional responses to 266 

either strain predominantly occur in Il10-/- mice. To determine whether the differing host 267 

responses precede histological evidence of fibrosis, we also compared the colonic 268 

transcriptomes of NC101-colonized versus fyuA- colonized Il10-/- mice at 5 weeks. 269 

RNAseq analysis revealed that 169 genes and 116 KEGG pathways were differentially 270 

expressed in NC101-colonized versus fyuA- colonized Il10-/- mice (Table S1, S2), 271 

many of which were differentially regulated at both 5 and 10 weeks. However, testing 272 

overall community composition did not reach statistical significance after FDR correction 273 

(p < 0.084) (Fig. 5B). Thus, the presence of fyuA in AIEC significantly altered host 274 

transcriptional responses in the inflamed colon prior to and throughout the development 275 

of fibrosis.  276 
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Transcriptomic analysis of a prospectively followed inception cohort of pediatric 277 

CD patients revealed high expression of profibrogentic genes and pathways prior to the 278 

development of stricturing fibrotic disease (30).  This included ECM structural 279 

constituents and collagen binding pathways (30). In agreement with these results, the 280 

ECM-receptor interaction KEGG pathway is significantly upregulated in fyuA-colonized 281 

mice during (10 weeks) and prior to (5 weeks) histological evidence of fibrosis (Table S2, 282 

S4). We generated a heat map to visualize expression of individual genes in this KEGG 283 

pathway between individual NC101- versus fyuA- colonized Il10-/- mice (Fig. 6A). 284 

Phylogenetic clustering of the 5-week samples demonstrated that three of the fyuA- 285 

colonized mice clustered together and exhibited increased expression of numerous 286 

ECM genes, including type I, IV and VI collagens and fibronectin (arrowheads, Fig. 6A). 287 

Careful histological observation by a pathologist blinded to the treatment groups 288 

revealed early evidence of fibrosis in these three fyuA- colonized mice, but not in the 289 

remaining fyuA-colonized mice that clustered with the NC101-colonized mice and 290 

exhibited lower expression of ECM genes. These unbiased molecular findings are 291 

consistent with our observation that a subset, and not 100%, of fyuA-colonized mice 292 

develop fibrosis. These findings were confirmed by targeted quantitative PCR analysis, 293 

where transcript levels of col1a2 (type 1 collagen) and fn1 (fibronectin) were 294 

significantly increased in fyuA- vs NC101-colonized Il10-/- mice (Fig. 6B-C). This 295 

corresponded with increased positivity of -SMA (smooth muscle actin), a common 296 

feature of fibrosis, in fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice. Taken together, these findings 297 

demonstrate that ECM components are upregulated in pre-fibrotic Il10-/- mice colonized 298 

with fyuA prior to the development of fibrotic disease.  299 
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  TGF- signaling represents the canonical pro-fibrotic activation pathway. 300 

Therefore, to further confirm the presence of a pro-fibrotic gene signature in fibrotic 301 

mice, we evaluated the expression of genes within the TGF- pathway. RNAseq 302 

analysis detected colonic expression of the three TGF- and TGF- receptor isoforms. 303 

Pre-fibrotic (5 weeks) fyuA- versus NC101-colonized Il10-/- mice trended towards 304 

elevated expression of TGF-1 and TGF-3 and TGF- receptor isoforms 1 and 2 (Fig. 305 

S10A). Increased expression of the TGF-2 receptor was confirmed by quantitative 306 

PCR (Fig. 6D). Similarly, a significant increase in TGF- 1-3 and TGF- receptor 307 

isoforms 2 and 3 expression was observed at 10 weeks in fibrotic fyuA-colonized Il10-/- 308 

mice (Fig. S10b). Together, these data further support our hypothesis that deletion of 309 

fyuA in AIEC promotes a profibrogenic environment in inflammation-susceptible hosts, 310 

which occurs at an early phase of the inflammatory response prior to onset of fibrosis.  311 

 312 

Ybt-dependent fibrosis is not associated with altered host systemic iron 313 

homeostasis. Membrane permeable siderophores like Ybt disrupt host iron 314 

homeostasis and modulate iron sensitive host responses, which includes the induction 315 

of Ndrg1 (32) (33). Because deletion of fyuA does not alter Ybt secretion, colonization 316 

with fyuA may instead increase Ybt internalization by host cells in the absence of 317 

bacterial import and alter host iron homeostasis to promote fibrosis. To address this 318 

possibility, we determined whether colonization with fyuA versus NC101 or irp1 alters 319 

systemic iron homeostasis in Il10-/- mice. At 2 weeks (prior to histological inflammation 320 

or fibrosis) and at 10 weeks (when colitis and fibrosis are evident in affected animals), 321 

plasma hemoglobin levels did not differ (Fig S11A-B). Similarly, Prussian blue staining 322 
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did not reveal differences in splenic iron stores at 10 weeks (Fig S11C). To determine 323 

whether local iron homeostasis was altered in the colon, we utilized our RNAseq data to 324 

assess whether established host iron-responsive genes were differentially expressed in 325 

mice colonized with NC101 or fyuA (Table S5) (34) (35) (36) (37). Of the 15 canonical 326 

iron-responsive genes investigated, three were differentially regulated in Il10-/- mice 327 

including Ndrg1 and Tfrc (transferrin receptor) and two were differentially regulated in 328 

WT mice including Tfrc at 10 weeks. At 5 weeks, Epas1 was the only iron-responsive 329 

gene that was altered between NC101- versus fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice, a change 330 

not observed at 10 weeks. Together, these findings suggest that fyuA does not 331 

profoundly alter systemic or colonic iron homeostasis in the host and may not be a 332 

driving factor for fibrosis induction.  333 

 334 

Yersiniabactin biosynthesis is required for AIEC-mediated fibrosis induction. 335 

Abrogation of Ybt transport in AIEC had opposing effects on fibrosis induction in Il10-/- 336 

mice compared to the inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis (Fig. 2). Because fibrosis 337 

development was minimal in Il10-/- mice colonized with the irp1 mutant, we next 338 

determined whether Ybt biosynthesis is required for the fibrosis-inducing potential of 339 

fyuA. Genetic inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis in fyuA (fyuAirp1) significantly 340 

reduced fibrosis incidence in Il10-/- mice (Fig. 7A-C). Moreover, when comparing fibrosis 341 

incidence in mice colonized with Ybt-positive versus Ybt-negative AIEC, 22 out of 51 342 

mice colonized with Ybt-positive AIEC developed fibrotic disease, whereas 3 out of 26 343 

mice colonized with Ybt-deficient AIEC exhibited histological evidence of fibrosis (Fig. 344 

7B). Inactivation of Ybt production in fyuA also reduced its subepithelial invasiveness, 345 
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resulting in a similar pattern of tissue localization compared to NC101 (Fig. 7D). This 346 

further reinforces the link between increased mucosal invasiveness and the enhanced 347 

profibrogenic potential of fyuA. Importantly, colitis severity at 10 weeks was 348 

comparable between fyuA and fyuAirp1 (Fig. S12), suggesting that differences in 349 

inflammation were not driving fibrosis severity.  350 

 To further demonstrate the profibrogenic potential of fyuA, we next determined 351 

whether inactivation of Ybt transport in AIEC enhances the activation of cultured 352 

fibroblasts in vitro. Fibroblasts that were cultured with fyuA expressed significantly 353 

higher levels of the fibroblast activation marker Fn1 in comparison to the parental and 354 

Ybt-deficient strains (Fig. 7E). This corresponded with our in vivo observations, where 355 

Fn1 transcripts were elevated in fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice (Fig. 6C). Together, these 356 

results demonstrate that inactivation of the Ybt siderophore system in AIEC in two 357 

distinct manners (i.e. Ybt transport versus Ybt biosynthesis) does not have similar 358 

effects on colitis induction and fibrosis development in genetically susceptible hosts.  359 

More broadly, in addition to its role in bacterial iron acquisition, our findings collectively 360 

introduce a novel, non-canonical role of Ybt in establishing a profibrogenic 361 

microenvironment in inflammation-susceptible hosts.  362 

 363 

Discussion  364 

Siderophore biosynthetic gene clusters are abundant in the gut microbiota, with 365 

232 putative clusters identified from metagenomes in the Human Microbiome Project 366 

study (38). Given that IBD-associated AIEC strains also harbor many of these 367 

siderophore systems (21), it is conceivable their siderophores may contribute to AIEC-368 
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associated intestinal disease. Indeed, here we introduce the siderophore Ybt as a novel 369 

bacterial factor that promotes profibrogenic host responses in the inflamed intestinal 370 

environment. Our findings demonstrate that AIEC are pro-fibrogenic, and inactivation of 371 

Ybt transport in a colitogenic AIEC strain enhances fibrosis development in 372 

inflammation susceptible mice. Inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis in both the Ybt transport 373 

mutant and the parental strain abrogates their fibrosis-inducing potential, suggesting 374 

that Ybt promotes fibrosis development even in the absence of uptake through its 375 

canonical receptor. Profibrogenic transcriptional signatures are evident in the colon prior 376 

to histological presentation of disease, suggesting a causative role for Ybt-mediated 377 

induction of fibrosis. Together, our findings introduce a specific microbiota-derived factor 378 

that promotes the development of inflammation-associated fibrosis. 379 

 The canonical function of the Ybt siderophore system is to import extracellular 380 

iron sequestered by Ybt through FyuA for bacterial use. Thus, inactivation of FyuA may 381 

enhance the profibrogenic potential of AIEC by perturbing bacterial iron homeostasis 382 

and subsequently modulating bacterial function. However, luminal expression of highly-383 

sensitive, iron-responsive genes (39) (31) were comparable between the NC101 384 

parental strain, the transport mutant fyuA and the Ybt-deficient mutant irp1.  This 385 

indicates a lack of strain-specific differences in iron sensing. Similarly, while the 386 

functional outcome of iron starvation in bacteria is a fitness disadvantage (40) (31), we 387 

observed no prolonged differences in luminal colonization between NC101, fyuA or 388 

irp1 in the non-inflamed intestines or during the course of inflammation and fibrosis 389 

development. This is likely the result of additional iron scavenging systems in NC101 390 

that serve compensatory roles in the Ybt-deficient and transport mutants (41) (21). 391 
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Indeed, in other Enterobacteriaceae strains, inactivation of multiple iron acquisition 392 

systems is required to attenuate in vivo fitness (25) (31). Most importantly, if the 393 

enhanced profibrogenic potential of fyuA was the result of dysregulated bacterial iron 394 

homeostasis and consequent effects on Ybt-independent functions, we would expect 395 

fibrosis induction mediated by irp1 and fyuA to be comparable, as both mutants 396 

cannot scavenge iron through Ybt (42). Instead, fibrosis induction was further 397 

attenuated in mice colonized with Ybt-deficient AIEC strains. Collectively, our findings 398 

support a model where Ybt stimulates host profibrogenic responses through a 399 

mechanism independent of its role in importing iron through FyuA.  400 

While the Ybt system did not impact overall AIEC intestinal fitness, inactivation of 401 

Ybt transport altered the distribution of AIEC colonization within colonic tissues. This 402 

may contribute to AIEC-driven fibrosis by activating myofibroblasts and mesenchymal 403 

cells either directly via bacterial recognition receptors (i.e. TLRs) or indirectly by 404 

activating intestinal immune cells that modulate profibrogenic cellular responses (5) (6). 405 

In comparison to the parental strain, fyuA was more abundant within the colonic 406 

subepithelium and co-localized with fibrotic lesions in Il10-/- mice at 10 weeks. In 407 

contrast, inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis did not alter tissue localization of AIEC, further 408 

uncoupling the effects of Ybt biosynthesis and Ybt transport on bacterial function. 409 

Instead, inactivation of Ybt biosynthesis in fyuA restored tissue colonization patterns 410 

exhibited by the parental strain, suggesting that Ybt mediates the mislocalization of 411 

fyuA to the subepithelium independent of its role in importing iron through FyuA. 412 

Consistent with our findings, several studies have also reported altered tissue 413 

localization of Enterobacteriaceae pathogens with inactivation of the Ybt system in 414 
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extraintestinal mucosal environments (43) (26) (44). Finally, it should be noted that 415 

while we observed a statistically significant decrease in fecal colonization of the fyuA 416 

mutant at 5 weeks, it remains unclear whether a <0.5 log difference in bacterial burdens 417 

in a mono-colonized mouse can impart any meaningful effects on the host – especially 418 

as this decrease was also not observed at 1 or 10 weeks post colonization. Collectively, 419 

these findings highlight one putative non-canonical function of Ybt that may enhance the 420 

profibrogenic potential of AIEC. The precise mechanisms by which inactivation of FyuA 421 

enhances fibrosis development in susceptible hosts will be the subject of future studies.    422 

Because Ybt is a secreted bacterial product that permeates mammalian 423 

membranes, Ybt may also promote profibrogenic host responses by perturbing cellular 424 

iron homeostasis in the host. Indeed, the membrane permeable siderophores 425 

enterobactin and yersiniabactin stimulate epithelial proinflammatory responses by 426 

decreasing intracellular iron pools, an effect that is reversed with the addition of iron 427 

(32) (33). Ybt disruption of local iron homeostasis may similarly drive fibrosis 428 

development by stimulating profibrogenic responses in epithelial, mesenchymal and 429 

immune cells. While our host transcriptomics analyses demonstrated similar colonic 430 

expression profiles of numerous iron responsive host genes in NC101- versus fyuA-431 

colonized mice (Table S5), differences in the canonical iron-response genes Ndrg1 and 432 

Tfrc were uniquely observed in Il10-/- mice. This suggests that local and/or cell-specific 433 

alterations in host iron homeostasis may contribute to the progression of fibrosis. 434 

However, as these changes were observed at 10 weeks but not 5 weeks post-435 

colonization, the initiation of fibrosis and early pro-fibrotic gene signatures cannot be 436 

attributed to major alterations in host iron homeostasis. 437 
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In addition to iron, Ybt is capable of binding other metals including nickel, cobalt, 438 

chromium, gallium, and copper (45). This raises the possibility that its profibrogenic 439 

potential is the result of interactions with other metals present in the colonic 440 

environment. For example, when complexed with copper, Ybt acts to limit the lethal 441 

effects of macrophage reactive oxygen species (46). Ybt-copper chelates have been 442 

detected in urine samples from patients infected with uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC), 443 

demonstrating that Ybt binds copper in vivo (23). Bacterial cells can also import Ybt-444 

copper chelates through FyuA (47) (24). Together, these findings introduce two putative 445 

mechanisms by which Ybt promotes fibrosis development: 1) through chelation of host 446 

sources of metals other than iron and/or 2) by modulating the transcriptome and 447 

metabolome of AIEC by altering the flux of micronutrients into the bacterial cell. Finally, 448 

because the Ybt enzymatic machinery produces additional secreted metabolites that 449 

remain uncharacterized (48), it is intriguing to speculate that these Ybt precursors and 450 

Ybt-like molecules may also play a role in inflammation-associated fibrosis.  451 

Fibrosis complicates many inflammatory intestinal disorders associated with 452 

microbial dysbiosis, however, pro-fibrotic mechanisms remain incompletely understood 453 

and limit therapeutic strategies. This has been hampered by the lack of rodent models 454 

that recapitulate the complex interactions between host genetics and microbial factors 455 

important for inflammation and fibrosis development. Here, we introduce a new model 456 

for inflammation-associated fibrosis driven by a pathobiont-derived small molecule 457 

produced from the Ybt pathogenicity island. Consistent with human CD (30), 458 

profibrogenic pathways are upregulated prior to histological presentation of fibrosis and 459 

mirror the incidence rate of fibrotic disease in our model. Moreover, our model 460 
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recapitulates key histological and transcriptomic aspects of fibrotic disease in human 461 

CD. More broadly, our findings demonstrate that manipulating the same pathogenicity 462 

island in different ways can result in distinct consequences for disease development. 463 

This highlights an important difference in targeting siderophore biosynthesis versus the 464 

cognate receptors as putative bacterial targets in microbial driven diseases such as CD.  465 

Furthermore, other siderophore and metallophore systems of the gut microbiota may 466 

induce similar responses and contribute to fibrosis. Given the prevalence of AIEC 467 

among the CD population, the presence of the Ybt siderophore system could serve as a 468 

useful prognostic tool in identifying patient subsets susceptible to fibrotic disease.  469 

 470 

Materials and methods 471 

Bacterial strains. The fecal isolate E. coli NC101 was isolated from WT mice (13). The 472 

-red recombinase system was utilized to generate mutants (49) (Table S7). Bacterial 473 

strains and plasmids are listed in Table S6.   474 

 475 

Mice. Germ free Il10-/- and WT 129S6/SvEV mice were maintained at the National 476 

Gnotobiotic Rodent Resource Center at UNC-CH. Absence of isolator contamination 477 

was confirmed by Gram stain and fecal culture. Eight-12-week old mice were inoculated 478 

via oral and rectal swab with E. coli following overnight growth in LB broth (13). 479 

Colonization was confirmed by fecal plating. Five cohorts of Il10-/- mice were colonized 480 

with NC101 WT or fyuA and two cohorts of Il10-/- mice were colonized with irp1 or 481 

fyuAirp1. Animal protocols were approved by the UNC-CH Institutional Animal Care 482 

and Use Committee.  483 
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 484 

Quantification of bacteria. E. coli CFUs in feces were quantified by serial dilutions and 485 

plating on LB plates. Mucus- and tissue-associated bacteria were enumerated as 486 

described (10).   487 

 488 

Colitis histopathology. At necropsy, tissues were fixed in 10% neutral buffered 489 

formalin. Colon sections were stained with H&E, Masson’s trichrome or Sirius red; 490 

spleens with Prussian blue. Colitis scores (0-12) of Swiss-rolled colons were blindly 491 

assessed as described (13) (20). Composite scores (0-36) are the sum of proximal, 492 

middle and distal colon scores.   493 

 494 

Fibrosis histopathology. Fibrosis was blindly assessed on colonic H&E sections and 495 

validated by Sirius red. Severity of fibrosis (0-5) was evaluated using a validated scoring 496 

system (28) (29) evaluating the extent of submucosal involvement: 0 – no fibrosis; 497 

fibrosis in: 1 - <25%, 2 - 26-50%, 3 - 51-75%, or  4 - 76-100% of colon section. One 498 

point was added for lamina propria involvement. Composite scores (0-15) are the sum 499 

of the proximal, middle and distal colon scores. 0 was considered non-fibrotic, 1-3 500 

represented mild fibrosis, and 4+ represented moderate/severe fibrosis. Histopathology 501 

was blindly confirmed by a small animal veterinarian specializing in gastrointestinal 502 

histopathology.  503 

  504 

Human intestinal samples. Formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded tissue blocks from 505 

routine diagnostic surgical resections were transferred to UNC-CH under approved 506 
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Institutional Review Board protocol of the Cleveland Clinic. Sections were H&E and 507 

Sirius red stained from three individuals per disease category:  CD, UC, diverticulitis, 508 

and non-inflamed controls (healthy margins of colorectal cancer patients). 509 

 510 

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH). Colons were washed in PBS to remove 511 

contents and loosely adhered bacteria. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections 512 

were mounted on charged glass slides and incubated with an oligonucleotide probe 513 

directed against E. coli (Cy3-E. coli/Shigella probe) and an antisense probe (6-FAM-514 

non-EUB338) (50). Hybridized samples were washed in PBS, air dried, and mounted 515 

with ProLong antifade (Molecular Probes Inc.). Sections were examined on a BX51 516 

epifluorescence microscope with Olympus DP-7 camera. The FISH analysis was 517 

performed in a blind fashion by two independent investigators as follows: to assess 518 

bacterial colonization, we enumerated individual bacterial cells adhered to epithelial 519 

cells (epithelial attachment), localized within epithelial cells (epithelial invasion), and 520 

translocated across the epithelium (subepithelial invasion). The quantity of bacteria per 521 

colon swiss-roll was converted to a FISH score of 0-4 (Table 1).  522 

 523 

RNA-seq analysis. RNA-seq reads were quality filtered at Q20 and trimmed to remove 524 

remaining adaptors using Trimmomatic (51) version 0.35. Resulting reads were aligned 525 

to Illumina iGenome Mus musculus GRCm38 reference genome using Tophat (52) 526 

version 2.1.0 utilizing Bowtie2 (53) version 2.2.5. Resulting alignments were processed 527 

using Cufflinks (54) version 2.2.1 along with Illumina iGenome Mus musculus GRCm38 528 

Gene transfer format file, after masking rRNA features as described (55). Transcripts 529 
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were quantified using cuffquant and gene counts were exported to text files and then 530 

imported to edger (56) version 3.12.1 (running inside R version 3.2.3) for detecting 531 

differentially expressed genes. A gene was considered for differential expression test if 532 

present in at least three samples. We considered a gene differentially expressed if its 533 

edgeR FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05. Parallel analysis using featureCounts (57) from the 534 

subread package version 1.4.6 for transcript quantification showed similar results. 535 

 536 

Pathway analysis was conducted using GAGE (58) version 2.20.1 using Mus musculus 537 

(mmu) Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (59) pathways and genes 538 

were mapped to KEGG pathways using Pathview version 1.10.1 (60). Pathways were 539 

considered significant if its GAGE q-value was <0.05. ECM-receptor interactions 540 

pathway genes (Figure 6) are based on KEGG pathway mmu04512. We tested the 541 

effect of sequencing run and lane on the clustering of the samples and found both to be 542 

insignificant (P-value > 0.05) for PC1 and PC2 in Figure 5. 543 

 544 

Statistical analysis. P-values were calculated using non-parametric Mann-Whitney 545 

when 2 experimental groups were compared or Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s post-test 546 

when 3 experimental groups were compared. Data from quantitative bacterial culture 547 

were log transformed for normalization. P-values <0.05 were considered significant.  548 

 549 

Additional methods are described in the Supplemental Materials and Methods. 550 

 551 
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Figure Legends 794 

Figure 1. Yersiniabactin enhances the proinflammatory potential of AIEC in 795 

gnotobiotic Il10-/- mice. Germ free Il10-/- mice were mono-associated with the AIEC 796 

strain E. coli NC101 (NC), ΔfyuA or Δirp1 for 5 weeks. A) Composite and B-D) regional 797 

histopathology colitis scores. E) Representative H&E histology of the colon. Scale bar, 798 

50 m.  F) Composite histopathology colitis scores of Il10-/- mice colonized with 799 

yersiniabactin-(Ybt)-positive or Ybt-deficient NC101. Lines are at the median. P-values 800 

were determined by Kruskal-Wallis or Mann-Whitney. G-I) Quantitative bacteria culture 801 

from feces at G) 1 week, H) 5 weeks or I) 10 weeks post-colonization. Lines are at the 802 

mean. P-values were determined by one-way ANOVA. Each symbol represents an 803 

individual mouse (n = 8-14).  * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.    804 

 805 

Figure 2. Ybt+ AIEC promotes fibrosis development in colitic Il10-/- mice. Germ free 806 

Il10-/- mice were mono-associated with the Ybt+ AIEC strains NC or ΔfyuA or the Ybt- 807 

strain Δirp1 for 10 weeks. A-B) Representative colonic histology of gnotobiotic Il10-/- 808 

mice colonized with A) NC or B) ΔfyuA. Colon sections were stained with H&E, Sirius 809 

red/fast green or Masson’s trichrome. Regions of Sirius red binding is indicated by white 810 

arrowheads in the submucosa and red arrowheads in the lamina propria. C) Composite 811 

and D-F) regional fibrosis histology scores. Each symbol represents an individual 812 

mouse (n = 11-29). Lines are at the median. P-values were determined by Kruskal-813 

Wallis. * p < 0.05. G) Representative colonic histology from gnotobiotic Il10-/- mice 814 

colonized with ΔfyuA for 5 weeks. Colonic sections were stained with antibodies against 815 

the established macrophage cell surface markers CD206, CD11b, and F4/80 and were 816 
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counterstained with the DNA stain DAPI. Scale bar, 200 m. SM, submucosa. LP, 817 

lamina propria. L, lumen.  818 

 819 

Figure 3. Fibrosis development in AIEC-colonized Il10-/- mice recapitulates 820 

histopathological features of fibrosis in human Crohn’s disease. Representative 821 

colonic histology of A) ΔfyuA-colonized fibrotic Il10-/- mice. B-C) Representative 822 

histology of full thickness colon cross-sections from fibrotic Crohn’s disease patients, 823 

representative of n = 3 per group. C) Magnification of the muscularis serosa. Colon 824 

sections were stained with H&E or Sirius red. Regions of Sirius red binding are 825 

indicated with white arrowheads. LP, lamina propria. SM, submucosa. F, fibrotic lesion. 826 

Scale bar, 100 m.  827 

 828 

Figure 4. Inactivation of yersiniabactin transport enhances AIEC mucosal 829 

invasion. Germ free Il10-/- mice were mono-associated with NC, ΔfyuA or Δirp1 for 10 830 

weeks. Quantitative bacterial culture of A) colonic mucus or B) colonic tissues. Each 831 

symbol represents an individual mouse (n = 11-15). Lines are at the median. P-values 832 

were determined by Kruskal-Wallis. C) FISH analysis of proximal colons (n = 4-8). P-833 

values were determined by Kruskal-Wallis. D-F) Representative FISH images of the 834 

proximal colon. Red, E. coli. Blue, DAPI. Arrowheads in F) indicate E. coli localized 835 

within the lamina propria (white) and submucosa (yellow). E, epithelium. LP, lamina 836 

propria. SM, submucosa. Scale bar, 200 m. G) Subepithelial AIEC invasion scores as 837 

assessed by FISH in C. Red squares (indicated by the grey triangles) represent fibrotic 838 

mice as assessed by histopathology. Lines are at the median. P-values were 839 
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determined by Kruskal-Wallis. H) Linear regression analysis of quantitative bacterial 840 

culture versus FISH score from colonic tissues. Red squares represent fibrotic mice as 841 

assessed by histopathology. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.  842 

 843 

Figure 5. Deletion of fyuA in AIEC promotes transcriptome-wide changes in the 844 

colons of Il10-/- mice. Principal component analysis of transcriptome-wide changes in 845 

the colons of A) NC- vs ∆fyuA-colonized WT or Il10-/- mice after 10 weeks, B) NC- vs 846 

∆fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice after 5 weeks or C) NC- vs ∆fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice after 847 

5 or 10 weeks. 848 

 849 

Figure 6. Deletion of fyuA in AIEC promotes pro-fibrotic host responses 850 

preceding fibrosis development. A) Heat map of log2 normalized counts of genes in 851 

the ECM-receptor interaction KEGG pathway in NC- or ∆fyuA-colonized Il10-/- mice at 5 852 

weeks. B-D) Relative colonic transcript levels of B) Col1a1, C) Fn1 and D) Tgfbr2 in 853 

Il10-/- mice mono-associated with NC or ΔfyuA for 5 weeks. Each symbol represents an 854 

individual mouse (n = 10-13). Lines are at the median. P-values were determined by 855 

Mann-Whitney. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. F-G) Proximal colons from Il10-/- mice colonized 856 

with F) NC or G) ΔfyuA for 10 weeks were stained with -SMA (red), CD31 (green), or 857 

DAPI. LP, lamina propria. SM, submucosa. MS, muscularis serosa. Scale bar, 50 m.  858 

 859 

Figure 7. Yersiniabactin biosynthesis promotes fibrosis in AIEC-driven colitis. 860 

Germ free Il10-/- mice were mono-associated with the AIEC strain NC, ΔfyuA, Δirp1 or 861 

ΔfyuA irp1 for 10 weeks. A) Composite fibrosis histology scores. Each symbol 862 
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represents an individual mouse (n = 10-29). Lines are at the median. P-values were 863 

determined by Kruskal-Wallis. B) Composite histopathology colitis scores of Il10-/- mice 864 

colonized with ybt-positive or ybt-deficient AIEC. Lines are at the median. P-values were 865 

determined by Mann-Whitney. C) Fibrosis incidence rates of Il10-/- mice colonized with 866 

Ybt-positive or Ybt-deficient AIEC as assessed by H&E histology. P-values were 867 

determined by Fisher’s exact test. D) FISH analysis of proximal colons (n = 4-8). P-868 

values were determined by one-way ANOVA. E) Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts were co-cultured 869 

with NC, Δirp1, ΔfyuA, ΔfyuA+fyuA or ΔfyuA irp1. Fibroblasts stimulated with TGF- 870 

served as a positive control (pos). Data are represented as the mean  SEM. P-values 871 

were determined by Kruskal-Wallis. F) Working model. Data for NC-, ΔfyuA-, and Δirp1-872 

colonized mice are also presented in Figures 2 and 4. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 873 

0.001.  874 

 875 

Table 1: FISH Scoring 876 

FISH  
SCORE 

Epithelial 
attachment 

Epithelial  
invasion 

Subepithelial 
invasion 

0 None None None 

1 1-50 1-10 1-5 

2 51-150 11-20 6-10 

3 151-250 21-30 11-15 

4 251+ 31+ 16+ 

 877 
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